We’re here
to help.
Whether you’re learning or already
experienced, selecting the right
equipment makes all the difference
in achieving your foiling goals. This
guide will help you make an informed
choice and achieve quicker, easier and
more satisfying progress on the water.
Cheers,
The Armstrong Team
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FOILS
We offer three foil ranges: CF, HS and HA.
Each delivers a combination of accessibility, versatility
and overall performance that caters to riders at all skill
levels and foil sports. As a rule of thumb, foils with
smaller surface areas are typically suited to lighter
riders while heavier riders are best off on larger foils.

FOILS

CF (CARVING FREERIDE)

HS (HIGH SPEED)

HA (HIGH ASPECT)

Learning / Wake / Wing / Surf / Kite

Wing / Surf / Wake / Tow / Kite

Wing / Surf / Tow / Kite / Downwind / Pump

SIZES: 950 / 1200 / 1600 / 2050

SIZES: 625 / 850 / 1050 / 1250 / 1550V2 / 1850

SIZES: 525 / 725 / 925 / 1125 / 1325 / 1525

The CF range is our most stable, predictable
and forgiving. These characteristics accelerate
skill development for a wide range of riders
across various foil sports. For these reasons, we
recommend the CF foils to anyone new to foiling.

The HS range offers more speed, glide and reactivity
than the CF range. These attributes make it well
suited to intermediate through advanced riders as
they progress.

The HA range is our highest performance offering
and requires the most rider experience, typically
those who already have confidence riding the
HS foils. These foils are fast, reactive and have
exceptional glide performance.
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TC70

FUSELAGES

The TC70 is our longest fuselage and the standard
recommendation for new riders. It’s the most stable in
pitch and offers predictable control, and has the most
drawn out turning radius. Experienced riders appreciate
its stability at high speeds.

FOILS

The fuselage primarily affects
front to back (pitch) stability. A
longer fuselage translates to a
more stable foil in flight, while a
shorter one is snappier and more
reactive. Whichever fuselage you
choose, there is no fashion – it’s all
personal preference.

FUSELAGES

TC60
The TC60 is the staple length for riders from
intermediate through advanced, delivering a perfect
balance of dynamic yet accessible performance. For
those who are already comfortable carving turns on the
TC70, this is the next step.

TC50
The TC52 caters to experienced, progressive surf and
freestyle riders looking for a lively and reactive ride. For those
already pushing boundaries on the TC60, consider this.
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FOILS
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CF300
The CF300 is our largest stabiliser
and the best starting point for
anyone new to foil sports. It’s
forgiving in all aspects but still offers
plenty of fun for experienced riders
in waves and downwind.

HS232
The HS232 is the do-it-all solution for
riders wanting predictable, dynamic
performance. As it suits a wide
range of riding styles and skill levels,
this stabiliser is our most popular
size. With the added versatility
of shims, the HS232 has endless
potential.

FLYING V 200

STABILISERS
The stabiliser affects pitch, roll and yaw in flight. Larger stabilisers make
learning easier, while smaller sizes offer experienced riders a faster and
more reactive foiling experience.
Shims play an important role in stabiliser performance. Consider experimenting with how you
shim your current setup before upgrading to another. By adding the 0.5 degree (blue) shim,
it’s made slightly faster and more responsive. Progressing to the 1 degree (red) shim further
increases speed and looseness. Note that you may need to move the mast forward or back
1-2cm to keep the front and back foot pressure relationship to your liking. After experimenting
with these adjustments, it may be time to try a new stabiliser for a different feel.

FOILS

FUSELAGES
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The Flying V 200 is our most radical
stabiliser. Its small span makes it
highly manoeuvrable and loose, ideal
for slashing turns over straight line
performance. The Flying V is a favourite
among advanced surf foilers.

HA195
The HA195 has a high aspect
ratio and thin section, delivering
exceptional glide and speed to
advanced riders in all foil sports.
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MASTS
Mast choice is determined by skill level, foil sport
and water depth. In general, shorter masts are
more forgiving and better suited to new riders or
shallow waters. Taller masts are best for riding at
speed, such as tow and wing foiling.

FOILS

M60

M72

M85

Ideal for shallow water and reefs.

The go-to length for most riders
and a great choice for beginners.

Intermediate to advanced surf,
wing and kite foiling as well as
tow-in surf.

FUSELAGES
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M100
Extra length caters to fast and
critical disciplines like advanced
wing, kite and big wave tow foiling.
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MAST POSITION
The basic concept is that as your skill level increases, you can
move the mast position forward in the tracks.
As a new rider, it’s better to have the mast further back in the tracks toward the
tail of the board. This makes pitch control less sensitive and makes for smoother
touchdowns. Intermediate riders can position the mast towards the middle of
the tracks. Advanced riders can move it towards the front of the tracks, making
the setup feel livelier and more responsive.
If you’re seeking more front foot pressure, move the mast forward 1cm at a time.
For less front foot pressure, move the mast back 1cm at a time until you find the
sweet spot. There is no right and wrong here, it is just personal preference as to
weight distribution between your front and back foot.
Any changes to your setup can take time before you get used to it, and we
always suggest having a few sessions before passing judgement.

FOILS
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BOARDS

Below are generalised recommendations for weight, sizes and volume
by sport. Please note that your choice of foil, riding conditions and other
components may influence what setup is best for you.

Our Wing SUP boards are designed
specifically for wing and SUP foiling. Their
length, width and volume makes them
stable platforms ideal for new riders.

Our Wing Surf boards are designed for wing
and surf foiling. These boards take more skill
to ride as they are relatively shorter and have
lower volume than the Wing SUP range.

WING FOILING

WING FOILING

50kg Rookie 5’2 75L - 5’5 88L
50kg Intermediate 4’8 50L - 4’11 60L
50kg Advanced 4’8 50L - 4’11 60L

50kg Intermediate 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
50kg Advanced 4’0 27L - 4’5 34L

70kg Rookie 5’5 88L - 5’9 99L
70kg Intermediate 4’11 60L - 5’2 75L - 5’5 88L
70kg Advanced 4’8 50L - 4’11 60L- 5’2 75L
90kg Rookie 5’11 115L - 6’4 132L
90kg Intermediate 5’5 88L - 5’8 99L - 5’11 115L
90kg Advanced 4’11 60L - 5’2 75L- 5’5 88L

SUP FOILING
50kg Rookie 5’5 88L - 5,8 99L
50kg Intermediate 5’2 75L - 5’5 88L - 5,8 99L
50kg Advanced 5’2 75L - 5’5 88L
70kg Rookie 5’8 99L - 5’11 115L
70kg Intermediate 5,5 88L - 5’8 99L - 5’11 115L
70kg Advanced 5’2 75L - 5,5 88L - 5’8 99L
90kg Rookie 5’11 115L - 6’4 132L
90kg Intermediate 5’8 99L - 5’11 115L
90kg Advanced 5’8 99L - 5’11 115L

FOILS
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70kg Intermediate 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
70kg Advanced 4’0 27L - 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
90kg Intermediate 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
90kg Advanced 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L

SURF FOILING
50kg Beginner 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
50kg Intermediate 4’0 27L - 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
50kg Advanced 4’0 27L - 4’5 34L
70kg Beginner 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
70kg Intermediate 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
70kg Advanced 4’0 27L - 4’5 34L
90kg Beginner 4’10 39L
90kg Intermediate 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
90kg Advanced 4’5 34L - 4’10 39L
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